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ABSTRACT. This paper deals with the approximate solution of the Fredholm problem Lu = ! 
of the second kind, with! E Wr,p(I). Of particular interest is the quality of the finite element 
method (FEM) of degree Ie using n inner products of!. The error of the approximation is 
measured in the Lp(I)-norm. We find that the FEM has minimal error iff k ~ r - 1. However 
in the Hilbert case p = 2, there always exists a linear combination (called the spline algorithm) 
of the inner products used by the FEM which does have minimal error; this holds regardless of 
whether k ~ r - 1. We also investigate the case where the inner products used by the FEM 
are not available. Suppose, however, that we can evaluate !(x) for any x E I. In this case, it 
is reasonable to consider a finite element method with quadrature (FEMQ). in which the inner 
products required by the FEM are approximated via numerical quadrature. We prove that the 
FEMQ has minimal error iff Ie ~ r - 1. Moreover, we show that the asymptotic penalty for using 
the FEM or FEMQ with a value of Ie that is too small is unbounded. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a theoretical study of the approximate solution of the Fredholm integral 
equation Lu = I of the second kind, where f E Wr,P(l) and I is the unit interval (see 
Section 2). There is a vast literature dealing with the numerical solution of these problems. 
See, e.g., the books [1], [2], [4], [6]' [111, [17] and the review article [12], as well as the 
references cited there. 
We want to approximate the solution of u of the problem Lu = I by using the values of 
n linear functionals of I, typical examples being 
• n inner products of I, and 
• the values of I at n points in I. 
We address two problems: 
(i) Given the values of n linear functionals of I, how may they be combined so as to 
approximate the solution of the Fredholm problem with the smallest possible error? 
(ii) What is the best set of n linear functionals to use? 
This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant MCS-830311I. 
This problem was also studied in [8]. Our treatment generalizes that of [8] in two ways. 
First, we allow I E Wr,P(I) for 1 < p :::; 00, whereas. in [8], it is assumed that I E Cr (I). 
Second, we allow any linear functionals of j, whereas in [8]' only function evaluations are 
considered. For the sake of exposition, we only censider the case where r is a non-negative 
integer in this paper. However, our results and proofs may be extended via interpolation 
theory [21] to the case of arbitary r ~ 0, provided that when r is not an integer, we take 
p < 00. 
In particular, we are interested in the quality of the finite element method (FEM) of 
degree k (as defined in Section 3) which uses n inner products (j, sIl, ... , (j, Sn). Here, 
{ SI, ... sn} is a basis for a finite element subspace consisting of piecewise polynomials of 
degree k and (-, .) is the L2 (I) inner product. Note that the FEM does not use the values 
of rand p. 
We show that the FEM has minimal error (to within a constant factor) iff k ~ r - 1. 
Moreover, this minimal-error property of the FEM holds for any value of p E (1,00] and 
for any r ~ k + 1. This is important for the following reason. In practice, we generally do 
not know the exact smoothness of I, i.e., we do not know the best values of rand p such 
that j E Wr,P(I). So, it would be useful to have an algorithm which is optimal for a large 
range of rand p. If one agrees that r is restricted to r ~ k + 1, the FEM is such a method. 
Of course, it would be more interesting to find methods which have minimal error for all 
r. We do not know of any methods for the Fredholm problem for which this holds. 
We next ask why the error of the FEM is not minimal (to within a constant) when 
k < r - 1. Is it due to the fact that the n inner products used by the FEM are inherently 
bad, or is it because the FEM uses these inner products inefficiently when k < r - I? 
We give a partial answer to this question, by restricting our attention to the Hilbert case 
p = 2. For any values of k and r, there is a linear combination of the inner products 
used by the FEM which yields smallest error among all methods using these same inner 
products. This linear combination is called the spline algorithm. In Section 3, we show 
that the error of this spline algorithm is minimal (to within a constant factor), no matter 
what the values of k and r happen to be. This means that the inner products used by the 
FEM form a best set of linear functionals. Hence in the Hilbert case, the reason that the 
FEM is not optimal when k < r - 1 is that it does not make good use of its information. 
When approximating the solution u of the Fredholm problem Lu = I, the "pure" FEM 
(as defined in Section 3) requires certain inner products (Le., the exact values of the 
integrals of j multiplied by each of the basis functions for the finite element space). Often, 
these inner products are not available. Suppose, however, that we can evaluate I(x) for 
any x E I. In this case, the integrals that appear in the definition of the FEM may be 
approximated by numerical quadratures (i.e., weighted sums of the I, sampled at various 
points in the interval). In Section 4, we examine such a finite element method with 
quadrature (FEMQ) using n evaluations of I. We show that the error of the FEMQ is 
minimal (to within a constant) iff k ~ r - 1. Hence, the values of I at n points in I form 
a best set of linear functionals. Once again, the results in this section are independent of 
the value of r :::; k + 1 and p E (1,00], so that the same method is optimal for a wide range 
of rand p. 
Finally in Section 5, we discuss the complexity (i.e., the minimal cost) of obtaining 
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approximate solutions whose error is less than E. We find that the FEM and FEMQ 
produce approximations with minimal cost (to within a constant factor) iff k ~ r - 1. 
Moreover, we show that the asymptotic (as E -- 0) complexity penalty for using the FEM 
or FEMQ with a value of k that is too small is unbounded. 
2. THE FREDHOLM PROBLEM OF THE SECOND KIND 
In this section, we define the problem to be studied, and prove a regularity theorem 
which allows estimation of (derivatives of) the solution in terms of (derivatives of) the 
data. We use standard notation for Sobolev spaces, norms, etc., as found in [5]. 
Let I denote the unit interval [0,1], let r be a non-n~gative integer, and let p E (I, 00]. 
\Ve are given a function k: I x I -- IR such that ai k is continuous for 0 ~ j ~ r, 
where a{ denotes the jth partial derivative with the ith variable. Define a linear operator 
K: Lp(f) -- Lp(f) by 
(K v)(x) = 1 k(x, y)v(y) dy. 
Then K is compact. (See [7, pg. 518] for a number of alternative conditions which yield 
compactness of K.) \Ve also assume that 1 is not an eigenvalue of K. Set 
L = 1- K. 
Then L is an invertible bounded linear operator on Lp(f). Hence, L has a bounded inverse 
on Lp (f). 
We now describe the problem to be studied. Define the linear operator 
by letting 
u = Sf iff Lu = J. 
By the remarks above, we see that S is a bounded linear transformation, which is an 
isomorphism when r = 0, and (by the Rellich-Kondrasov theorem [5, pg. 118]) is compact 
when r> O. 
We next state and prove a useful regularity theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. There exists 0' = O'r ~ 1 such that 
O'-IIISfllr,p ~ Ilfllr,p ~ O'IISfllr,p 
PROOF: When r = 0, this holds with 0'0 = max{ IISII, IILII}. We now suppose that r is a 
positive integer. Let u E Wr,P(f). Set 
IIp' 
/3j(X) = (j I8{k(X, y)JP' dY) , 








r ) IIp 
ir = ?: lI,8jll~,p . 
J=O 
Hence, letting Or = 1 + Ooir, we have 
Ilullr,p = II(L + K)ullr,p ~ IILullr,p + IIKullr,p ~ OrllLullr,p, 
On the other hand, 00 ~ 1 yields 
Thus 
Vu E Wr,p (I). 
The result desired follows immediately from this inequality, the bounded inverse theorem, 
and the Fredholm alternative theorem. 
3. MINIMAL ERROR PROPERTIES OF THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD. 
In this section, we discuss the finite element method (FEr..f) for the Fredholm problem. 
First, we define the FEM of degree k. We then explain the concept of a minimal-error 
algorithm, and give a tight estimate of the nth minimal error for our problem. Next, we 
give a sharp estimate of the error of the FEM. It then follows that the error of the FEM 
is minimal (to within a constant) iff 
(3.1 ) k ~ r - 1, 
k being the degree of the finite element subspace. We also consider the situation where 
(3.1) does not hold. 
We first define the FEM, using the notation of [5J. Let k be a non-negative integer. For 
a non-negative integer n, we let Sn be an n-dimensional space of piecewise polynomials of 
degree k, with no inter-element continuity imposed. That is, let 
~n = {O = {o < 6 < ... < ~m = 1 } and m{k+l)=n 
denote a grid on I. (In the remainder of this paper, we assume that the grid sequence 
{~n }~=l is quasi-uniform [16, pg. 272J.) Let 
(1 ~ I ~ m) 
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denote the lth subinterval in the grid .6.n . Then 
iff (1 ~ I ~ m). 
Note that Sn C Lq(l) for any q E [1,00]. 
The finite element method (FEM) is then defined as follo\\'s. Let f E ~vr,p(l). For each 
non-negative integer n, an approximation Un E Sn to U = Sf is chosen such that 
(3.2) 
The bilinear form B: Lp(J) x Lpl(l) - IR in (3.2) is defined by 
B(u, v) = ((l- K)u, v) 
Here, the duality pairing of Lp(l) and Lpl(l) is denoted (.,')' i.e., 
(g, v) = ! g(x)v(x) dx 
where (as always) p' denotes the exponent conjugate to p. Of course when p = 2, this 
means that (', .) is the usual inner product on L2 (l). 
To make the specification of the FEM more precise, we let {81,"" 8n } be a basis for 
Sn. Consider the Gram matrix 
Later on, we will establish that G is invertible for n sufficiently large. Let 




Un = LOj8j. 
j=1 
(l ~ £ ~ n). 
Examining this expression, we come to an important conclusion. The approximation 
produced by the FEM depends on f only through the inner products of f with the basis 
functions of the finite element subspace Sn, i.e., through 
We indicate this explicitly by writing 
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where (as before) Un denotes the approximation produced by the FEM. We refer to Nn 
as finite element information (FEI), since Nnl is the only knowledge the F-EM has of a 
right-hand side f. 
We measure the quality of the approximations produced by the FEM in the Lp(I) norm. 
That is, we define the error of the FEM CPn to be 
(3.3) e(CPn} = sup IISI - CPn(Nn/)llo,p, 
fEF 
where F denotes the unit ball of ~vr,p(I} 
F = BWr,P(I) := {I E Wr,P(I) : 1l/llr,p ~ 1 }. 
Since CPn is a homogeneous function, the error e(CPn) also satisfies 
(3.4) 
Of course, the FEM is not the only method using the FEI. It is natural to ask whether 
there are any better methods using this information. In other words, is there a better 
combination (not necessarily linear) of the inner products making up the FEI whose error 
is better than that of the FEM? Let 
e(Nn ) = inf sup IISI - cp(Nnf)llo,p. 
I{) fEF 
Here, cP is any mapping (possibly nonlinear) which uses the inner products in Nnl to 
approximate SI. We say that rp is an algorithm using Nn . Thus e(Nn ) measures the 
minimal error among all algorithms using Nn . 
We finally ask whether there is any better set of inner products to use, so as to minirnze 
the error. Let 
e(n) = inf e(N), 
N 
the infimum being over all information N consisting of n linear functionals. We say that 
e(n) is the nth minimal error. An algorithm using n linear functionals whose error equals 
e(n) is said to be an nth minimal error algorithm. 
It is desirable to find nth minimal error algorithms for each n. In this paper, we are 
content to pursue a more modest goal. We seek a sequence of algorithms, each using n linear 
functionals, such that the error of the nth algorithm in the sequence is at most a constant 
multiple of the nth minimal error. Adopting the terminology of [22], we shall refer to such 
a sequence as being a quasi-minimal sequence of algorithms. It is of particular interest to 
find conditions which are necessary and sufficieu1 for the FEM to be quasi-minimal. 
To do this, we must first establish tight bounds on the nth minimal error. This will give 
a benchmark, against which we may measure the error of the FEM. The result is expressed 
in the big-theta notation of [151. That is, we say that 
1= 8(g) iff 1= O(g} and I = O(g), 
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where 
f = O(g) iff 9 == OU)· 
THEOREM 3.1. The nth minimal error satisfies 
e(n) = 8(n-r ) as n --+ 00. 
PROOF: When p < 00, we may use [20, Theorem 2.6.1], Theorem 2.1, and [21, Theorem 
4.10.2] to see that 
e(n) = e( d"(SF, Lp(I))) = e( dn(F, Lp(I))) = e(n-r). 
Here, dn denotes the Gelfand n-width. This establishes the result for the case p < 00. 
'We now turn to the case p = 00. By [20, Corollary 3.3.1 and Theorem 3.5.1], the 
fact that the linear Kolmogorov n-width .An dominates the Kolmogorov n-width dn, and 
Theorem 2.1, we have 
Let 
Fo = {f E W~,oo (I) : Ilf(r) 110,00 ~ 1 }. 
The Poincare's inequality yields 
Since the proof of [19, Theorem 2.76] actually establishes that 
dn (Fo, Loo (I))) = e(n-r), 
we have the lower bound 
It remains to show that 
Since F ~ Fo, we have 
.An (F, Loo (I)) ~ .An (Fo, Loo (I)) = e(n-r) 
see [13, pg. 182]. Hence Theorem 2.1 yields 
e(n) = .An (SF, Loo(I)) = e( .An(F, Loo(I))) = O(n-r). 
Thus we find that e (n) = e(n-r) when p = 00. 
We now determine the Lp(I)-error of the FEM, using the results in [12]. Let Pn : L2 (I) --+ 
L2 (I) be the orthogonal projector of L2 (I) onto Sn, i.e., for any h E L2(I), Pnh E Sn 
satisfies 
(3.5) (Pnh, 8) = (h, 8) 
(This makes sense because Sn C L2 (I).) 
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LEMMA 3. 1. For any q E [1, 00J, there e.xists 7r q > 0 such that for any non-negative 
integer n, 
Vv E Lq(I), 
and so 
Ilv - Pnvllo,q ~ (1 + 7rq) 8~L Ilv - sllo,q' 
PROOF: In order to establish the first inequality, let v E Lq(J). Let II be a subinterval in 
~n' By [5, (3.2.33)], there exists C> 0, independent of v and n, such that 
(3.6) IIPn vllo,q,I, ~ Cn 1/2-1 /q IlPnvllo,2,1,. 
Let 
_ { Prlv on It, Wn - o otherwise. 
Using the facts that Pnv = Wn on It, Wn = 0 outside of It, Pn is self-adjoint, and Pnwn = 
Wn (w hich holds because Wn E Sn), we find that 
IIPnvIl5,2,1, = (Pnv, Wn)I, = (Pnv, wn) = (v, P:wn) = (v, wn ) = (v, Wn)I, = (v, PnV)I,. 
Letting q' denote the exponent conjugate to q, Holder's inequality yields 
II Pn vll~,2,h ~ Ilvllo,q,h IIPn vllo,ql ,I,· 
Once again, [5, (3.2.33)1 yields the existence of C > 0, independent of v and n, such that 
1/2 11 I IIPnvllo,ql,I, ~ Cn - q IIPnvllo,2,I,. 
Using this inequality with (3.6) and the fact that l/q + l/q' = 1, we have 
IIPn vllo,q,I, ~ Cllvllo,q,/,. 
The desired result now easily follows from this inequality and the discrete version of 
Holder's inequality. 
To prove the remainder of the lemma, let v E Lq(J). For any non-negative integer nand 
8 E Sn, we have Pns = 8, so that 
IIv - PnVllo,q ~ IIv - sllo,q + IIPn(s - v)lIo,q ~ (1 + 7rq)lIv - sllo,q' 
Since s E Sn is arbitrary, we may take the infimum over all such s to establish the desired 
inequality, completing the proof of the lemma. 
Thus Pn satisfying (3.5) is a bounded linear operator on Lp(J). 
We briefly recall the standard approximation-theoretic results concerning Sn, see e.g. 
[31 or [161. Let s ~ 0 and q E [1,ooJ. There is a positive constant C such that for any 
v E ws,q(I) and any integer n, one can find Vn E Sn for which 
(3.7) Ilv - Vn Ilo,q ~ Cn->'lIvlls,q, 
where 
(3.8) A = min(k + 1, s). 
We then have 
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LEM\{A 3.2. Let 8 ~ 0 and q E [1,00]. There is a positive constant a such that for any 
v E ~v",q(I) and any non-negative integer n, 
with A given by {3.8}. Hence, for any v E Lp(I), 
lim Ilv - Pn Vllo,q = o. 
n-+oo 
PROOF: The first part of the lemma follows immediately from Lemma 3.1 and (3.7). To 
see the second part, let v E Lq(/). Given E > 0, choose v£ E a1 (I) such that 
Set nO(E) = r2allv(III,Q/El, where a is as in the estimate of the first part of the lemma. 
Then for any n ~ no (E), we have 
Moreover, Lemma 4.1 yields 
Hence for any n > no(E}, 
completing the proof of the lemma. 
We are now able to establish that the FEM tpn is well-defined and uniformly stable for n 
sufficiently large. In particular, this implies that the Gram matrix G defined previously is 
invertible for sufficiently large n. We give sharp bounds on the error of the FEM, showing 
that the FEM is quasi-minimal iff k ~ r - 1. 
THEOREM 3.2. There exists a positive integer no such that the FEM is defined for all 
n ~ no, as well as a constant a, independent of n, such that 
Iltpn(Nnf)llo,p ~ Cllfllo,p 
Moreover, 
as n -00, 
where 
Il = min(k+ l,r), 
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so that the FEllyl is quasi-minimal jff (3.1) holds. 
PROOF: Using the formulation of [12], we see that Un = ipn(Nnf) is the solution of 
where the right-hand side is well-defined by Lemma 3.1. Since 1 is not an eigenvalue of K, 
L = 1- K has a bounded inverse on Lp(I). Hence, [12, Theorem 2.1] implies that there 
exists an integer no such that I - Pnf( is invertible for all 7l ~ no. Moreover, there exists 
a positive constant C such that 
and 
IIU - Un Ilo,p ~ Gllu - Pn ullo,p 
for all n ~ no. These results, with Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, establi~h the well-definedness and 
uniform stability of the FEM, as well as an upper bound e{CPn) = O(n-I-') on the error. 
To establish a lower bound on the error of the FEM, we may use the techniques of [23, 
Theorem 5.2] to see that there exists a nonzero function v E wr,p (I) and a constant G > 0, 
such that for all n sufficiently large, 
(3.9) insf Ilv - sllo,p ~ Gn-l-'lI v llr,p' 
~E n 
Since v "# 0, Lv "# 0. Let! = Lv/IILvllr,p E BWr'P(I). Then the linearity of S, ipn, and 
Nn yield 
e(CPn) ~ liS! - CPn(Nn f)lIo,p = IIL:llr,p IIv - ipn(Nn Lv)lIo,p ~ IIL:llr,p ~knL IIv - sllo,p 
(since ipn (Nn Lv) E Sn). Using (3.9), we thus have 
e( ipn) ~ IIL~lr,p n -I-', 
establishing that e{ipn) = 8{n-I-'). The final statement of the theorem now follows from 
this estimate and Theorem 3.1. 
Hence the FEM is quasi-minimal iff k ~ r - 1. Suppose this inequality no longer holds. 
\Ve show that in the Hilbert case p = 2, the non-optimality of the FEM is due to the fact 
that it uses its information in a non-optimal manner. To be more precise, let ip~ denote 
the spline algorithm using the finite element information Nn [20, Chapter 4]. The spline 
algorithm is a linear combination of the functiQ.nals which make IIp Nn , i.e., there exist 
elements u~, ... ,u~ of Lp (I) sllch that 
n 
ip~ (Nnf) = I:(f, 8;) u:. 
;=1 
(In fact, in the case where 81,"" 8 n are Hr(I)-orthonormal, ui is the exact solution of 
the problem Lui = s;.) Moreover, the spline algorithm has the smallest error among all 
algorithms using Nn . 
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THEOREM 3.3. For the Hilbert case p = 2, 
as n -+ 00. 
PROOF: Since the first equality follows by optimality of the spline algorithm in the Hilbert 
case [20, Theorem 4.5.1], we need only show that the second holds. In order to do this, 
note that Theorem 3.1 yields 
establishing the lower bound e(Nn ) = O(n-r). We need only show the upper bound 
e(Nn ) = O(n-r), which will be done by using the formula 
e(Nn ) = sup IlSzII0,2; 
zEFnkerNn 
see [20, Theorem 3.4.2]. Let z E F n ker Nn , so that 
(Z,8)=O 
and 
IIzllr.2 ~ 1. 
By [3, Theorem 4.1.1], there exists 8 E Sn such that 
liz - 811-r,2 ~ Cn-r llzllo,2 , 
the positive constant C being independent of z, 8, and n. Using the results above with 
Theorem 2.1, we find 
liS II < II II = al(z, z - 8)1 < allzll r.2l1z - 811-r,2 < C -r Z 0,2 - a z 0,2 IIzllo,2 - IIz1l0,2 _ n . 
Taking the supremum over all z E FnkerNn, we have e(Nn) = O(n-r). Hence, e(Nn) = 
8(n- r ) as n -+ 00, establishing the theorem. 
Hence, regardless of whether (3.1) holds, there always exists a linear algorithm using 
FEI (namely, the spline algorithm) which is quasi-minimal. 
REMARK 3.1. It is reasonable to ask whether Theorem 3.3 holds for other values of 
p. The main problem in extending Theorem 3.3 to the case p :f: 2 lies in extending [3, 
Theorem 3.1.11 to this case. Most of the proof of that result seems to hold for the case 
p E (1,00), assuming that spaces of fractional order (which arise in the proof of that 
result) are defined via complex interpolation [211. However, the proof of that theorem also 
depends on the optimality of orthogonal projections in the Hilbert setting. The analogous 
statement, required to prove the extension of [3, Theorem 3.1.1] to the non-Hilbert case, 
would be the uniform boundedness of the W-s,2(I)-orthogonal projection onto Sn in the 
w-s,q(I)-norm, which is an extension of Lemma 3.1 of this paper from the Lq(I)-norm to 
the negative norm of w-s,q(I). It is not clear whether this extension holds. -
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4. STANDARD INFORMATION AND THE FEM WITH QUADRATURE. 
Recall that in approximating the solution u of the problem Lu = I, the "pure" finite 
element method (3.2) requires the values of the integrals 
(4.1 ) ! f(X)8dx) dx (1 ~ i ~ n) 
(where 81,.' ., 8 n are the basis functions for the finite element space So of degree k and 
dimension n). The {exact} values of these integrals are not generally available for arbitrary 
problem elements I. It is more usual to assume that it is possible to compute the values 
of a problem element I at any point of T. If this is the case, one may approximate the 
integrals (4.1) by numerical quadrature rules, i.e., weighted sums of the problem element 
f evaluated at n points in I. 
In addition, there is a second kind of integral appearing in (3.2), namely integrals of the 
form 
(4.2) {l~i,j~n}. 
It is possible that for special kinds of kernals k, the integrals of the form (4.2) can be 
evaluated in closed form (since the basis functions are piecewise polynomials). However, 
for even moderately-complicated kernels, these exact values may be unavailable or difficult 
to compute. For this reason, one might wish to approximate the integrals {4.2} by a 
quadrature rule using n2 values of the kernel k and n values of 81, ... , 8 0 , 
In this section, we introduce a "finite element method with quadrature," in which in-
tegrals of the form (4.1) and (4.2) are approximated via numerical quadrature rules. We 
show that the error of this FEM with quadrature is essentially the same as that of the 
"pure" finite element method. From this, it follows that the FEM with quadrature is 
quasi-minimal under exactly the same conditions that the FEM is quasi-minimal. That 
is, the FEM with quadrature is quasi-minimal ifik ~ r- 1, where k denotes the degree of 
the finite element subspace. 
REMARK 4.1. Our analysis is similar to that of [5, Section 4.1 J. That is, we establish 
and then use a weakly coercive [16, Section 7.4J version of the First Strang Lemma [5, 
Theorem 4.1.1], rather than try to directly apply the results of [12J. The main reason for 
not using the latter approach is that the projection operator Po of (3.5) would have to 
be replaced by a new projection operator. This new operator involves the evaluation of 
problem elements at points in I, and hence is not defined over all of Lp {I}; as a result, 
this approach would yield estimates which are not sharp. 
As in the previous sections, we will be using the notation of [5] for Sobolev spaces, 
norms, seminorms, etc., our exposition closely following that of [5, Section 4.1]. In the 
remainder of this section, we assume that r ~ 1, so that the Sobolev embedding theorem 
implies that f{x} is well-defined for all x E I and for all f E Wr,P{I)' no matter what value 
of p > 1 is chosen. We also assume that k E Wr,oo {I x I}. 
For the sake of exposition, we restrict our attention to the case where the integrals 
occurring in the definition of the FEM are replaced by piecewise (k + I}-point Gauss 
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quadratures. We let Q denote a (k + 1 )-point Gauss "quadrature rule over the reference 




Q(g) := LWi9(Xi) 
j=o 
and 
E(p) = 0 
Using the notation of the previous section, we see that for 0 ~ a ~ m - 1, this induces a 
quadrature rule Qa on Ia := [~a, ~a+d by 
k 
Qa(g) = L Wjag(xia), 
j=O 
where 
and . _ ~a+ 1 - ea (4 " + 1) + e x}a - 2 x} a· 
Hence 





g( x) = 9 ( ~a+ 12 - ~a (x + I) + ~a) . 
We write the nodes { Xja } in increasing order as Xl, ••• ,Xn , with n = (k + 1 }m; Wi is the 
weight from {Wja } corresponding to the node Xi. 
Let n be a positive integer. We define a bilinear form Bn approximating B by 
For I E Wr,P(I)' we define a linear functional In approximating (I,.) by 
n 
In(w} = L wiJ(xi}w(xd· 
i=l 
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The finite element method with quadrature (FE1fQ) is then defined as follows. Given 
f E W"'P(1), for each positive integer n, an approximation Un E Sn to U = Sf is chosen 
such that 
We make the specification of the FEMQ more precise. Let {81, ... , 8 n } be a basis for 
Sn. Consider the Gram matrix 
Later on, we will establish that G is invertible for n sufficiently large. Let 




Un = L O j8j. 
j=1 
(I~i~n). 
As in the previous section, this expression shows that the approximation produced by 
the FEMQ depends on f only through the standard information 
N~f = [f(~I) 1 
f(xn) 
We indicate this explicitly by writing 
In the remainder of this section, we determine the error of the FEMQ, i.e., we find a 
sharp estimate of 
e{~~) = sup IISf - ~~{N~J)llo p. fEF ' 
From this estimate, it will follow that the FEMQ is quasi-minimal precisely when the FEM 
is quasi-minimal. That is, the FEMQ is quasi-minimal iff k ~ r - 1. 
This error analysis will be based upon the following weakly-coercive version of the First 
Strang Lemma [5, Theorem 4.1.1]. Here, and in the remainder of the paper, we follow the 
custom of letting C denote a positive constant (not necesarily the same at each occurrence) 
which is independent of n and the various functions involved. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that the approximating bilinear forms { Bn } are uniformly weakly 
coercive, i.e., there exists a positive integer nl and a positive constant f3 such that for all 
n ~ nl and for any v E Sn, there is a nonzero 8 E Sn such that 
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Then the FEMQ rp~ is defined for all n ~ nl' Moreover, there is a posith-e constant C 
such that for any n ~ nl, 
) { . [II II IB(8, w) - Bn (s, w)l] e(<p~ ~ C sup mf SI - s, O,p + sup II II + JEF 3ESn wESn W O,p' 
w~o 
IU, w) - In(w)1 } 
;~t IIwllo,p' . 
w~o 
PROOF: We first show that the FEMQ. is defined for all n ~ nl' That is, we need to show 
that the Gram matrix G is invertible, i.e" G has a trivial kernel. Suppose in fact that 
there exists a nonzero S- E IRn such that GS- = O. Letting z = L:j=l S"jSj, we see that 
--Since S' is nonzero and Bt" •. , Sn is a basis, z is nonzero. Hence by uniform weak coercivity, 
there exists nonzero s E Sn such that 
a contradiction. Hence G has a trivial kernel, and the FEMQ is defined for all n ~ nt. 
We now establish the error bound. Let IE F..J..n ~ nt, and Un = rp~(N~f). Let 8 E Sn. 
By uniform weak coercivity, there is a nonzero w E Sn such that 
f3llun - sllo,pllwllo,p' ~ IBn (Un - 8, w)1 
~ IB(S! - s, w)1 + IB(s, W) - Bn(s, W)I + IBn(Unl W) - B(S/, W)I 
~ aoilSI - sllo,pllwllo,p' + IB(s, W) - Bn(S, w)1 + I/n(w) - J(W)l, 
where ao is given by Theorem 2.1. Since w f. 0, the above may be divided by f3llwllo,p" 
Hence, for any s E Sn, there exists nonzero w E Sn such that 
II - II <ao [IIS,/- II +IB(s,w)-Bn(s,w)1 + IU,w)-ln(w)l] Un S O,p - f3 s O,p II II II I' w O,p' W IO,P' 
Since Un = rp~ (N:t f), we have 
IISI - rp~(N~f)llo,p ~ IISI - sllo,p + lIun - silo,p' 
Letting C = 1 + ao/ (3, the previous two inequalities yield 
liS! - <Pq (NqJ)11 < C [IIS,/ _ 811 + IB(s, w) - Bn (8, w)1 + IU, w) - In (W)I] 
n n O,p - O,p Ilwllo,p' Ilwllo,p' 
Taking the supremum over nonzero w E Sn, the infimum over s E Sn, and finally the 
supremum over I E F, we have the desired result. 
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In order to use this estimate, we will first establish the proper error estimates over each 
subinterval in the grid, which will then be combined to yield an estimate of the error over 
the entire interval. To do this, define 
--k k 
Eab(V, w) = J J k(x, y)v(y)w(x) dy dx - L Wia [?: Wibk(Xia, Xib)V(Xib)] W(Xia) 
I" I~ t=O }=o 
(1 ~ a, b ~ m). 
Recalling the definition (4.4) of the error functional Ea , we have the following estimate of 
the "local consistency error:" 
LEMMA 4.2. Let (J = min(k + 2, r). There is a positive constant C, such that for any 






IEab(V, w}1 $ Cn- 3 lkl l ,00,1" xl~ IlvIIO,P,lb Ilwlio,pl,l" , 
IEab(V, w)1 $ Cn-(1+I)llkllr,oo,I"Xl~llvllr,p,l~ Ilwllo,pl,l" , 
lEa (fw)1 ~ Cn-(1llfllr,p,l" Ilwllo,pl,l" . 
PROOF: For c E { 1, ... , m}, define Cte = (~e - ~e-d/2 and f3e = (~e-l + ~e)/2. Then 
Fe: i -- Ie, defined by 
Fe(x) = aex+ f3e, 
is an affine bijection of i onto Ie. Letting 
Bab = [aa 0 1 o Ctb and 
we define an affine bijection Fab: j x i -- fax h by 
For any z: j x j -- IR, let 
denote the error in the tensor (k+ 1) x (k+ I)-point Gauss quadrature rule on i x i. Given 
a function z: Ia x h -- IR, we define a function z: i x j -- IR by the change of variables 
z(x, y) = z(x, y) where 
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Letting v and w be as in the statement of the lemma, we then may use the quasi-uniformity 
of the family of finite-element spaces to see that 
where C is a fixed positive constant. Analogously, by using (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5), we see 
that there is a positive constant C such that if f and ware as in the statement of the 
lemma, then 
We first turn to the proof of (4.6). Define, for V, wE Pk(i), a linear functional '\vtiJ on 
Wl,oo(i x i) by 
Then there exist positive constants C, independent of v and W, such that 
l'\vtiJ(k)1 ~ Cllk-vwllo,oo,ixi ~ Cllkllo,oo,ixillvllo,oo,illwllo,oo,i 
~ CllkIl1,oo,ixillvllo,p,i 11~lIo,pl,i' 
the last using norm-equivalence on the finite-dimensional space Pk (i). Hence, AtitiJ IS a 
bounded linear functional on w1,oo(i x i), with 
Moreover, since v, wE Pk(i)' we have kvw E P2k(i x i) whenever k E Po(i x i), and so 
,\tJtiJ (k-) = E(k-vw) = 0 vk E Po(i x i). 
Hence the Bramble-Hilbert lemma [5, Theorem 4.1.3] yields that there exists a positive 
constant C, such that for any k E ~VI ,00 (i x i) and any V, w E Pk(i)' the estimate 
holds. Since the grid sequence is quasi-uniform, we may use [5, Theorems 3.1.2 and 3.1.3] 
to see that 
Ikl1,oo,ixi ~ CIIBablllkll,oo,l .. xh ~ C diam(Ia x h)lkl 1 ,00,1 .. x1b ~ Cn- 2 Ik\t.oo,l .. Xlb , 
IIvlla,p,i ~ Ca;l/Pllvllo,p,lb ~ Cnl/Pllvllo,P.Ib' 
and 
(4.12) 1/ I 1/ I IIwllo,pl} ~ Ca-;; P IIwllo,p',l .. ~ Cn P II w llo,p' ,l .. ' 
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Hence (4.9), (4.11)' the fact that l/p+ lip' = 1, and the estimates above yield the desired 
result (4.6). 
We next establish the estimate (4.7). Define, for W E Pk(i), a linear fu"nctional ~w on 
WU'OO (I x I) by 
~w (2) = Eixi(2w}. 
Then there exist positive constants C, independent of 2 and W, such that 
the last step again using norm-equivalence on the finite-dimensional space Pk(/). Hence 
~w is a bounded linear functional on w(7,OO(i x i), with 
lI~w II ~ Cllwllo,pt,i· 
Moreover, since u -1 ~ k+ 1, we may use wE Pk(i) to see that ZtV E P2k+di) whenever 
2 E Pu-di x i), and so 
Vi E Pu-di x i). 
Hence the Bramble-Hilbert lemma yields that there exists a positive constant C, such that 
for any tV E Pk (i) and i E WU,OO (i x i), the estimate 
holds. Now let z = kv. Then norm-equivalence on the finite-dimensional space Pk-iU) 
yields 
Ivl " . = II v(i) II . < Cllv(i) II . = Clvl" . ],00,1 0,00,/ - O,p,l ],p,/' 
and so [5, (4.1.42)1 yields 
U 17 
Ikvlu,oo,ixi ~ C L Iklu-i,oo,ixilvli,oo,i ~ C L Iklu-;,oo,ixilvl;,p,i. 
;=0 ;=0 
Thus 
(4.13) u ~ C L Iklu-;,oo,ixi Ivl;,p,illwllo,pt,i. 
i=o 
Since quasi-uniformity and [5, Theorems 3.1.2 and 3.1.31 yield 
Iklu-i,oo,ixi ~ C (diam(Ia x h))u-ilklu_;,oo,14xlb ~ Cn-2(u-i)lklu_;,oo,/4X!b 
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and 
Ilvlli,p,i ~ Co;;I/Pllvlli,P,Ib ~ Cn 1/ Pllvlli,p,Ib' 
the desired estimate (4.7) follows from (4.9), (4.12), (4.13), the estimates above, and the 
facts that lip + lip' = 1 and (J ~ r. 
We finally turn to the proof of (4.8). For ill E Pk (i), define 3. linear functional ~w on 
wu,P(i) by 
Using the Sobolev embedding theorem and norm-equivalence on the finite-dimensional 
space Pdi), we see that there exist positive constants C, independent of j and ill, such 
that 
Thus jw is a bounded linear functional on ~vu,P(i), with 
Moreover, since ill E Pk(i) and (J ~ k + 2, we have jill E P2k+di) whenever j E PU - 1 (i), 
and so 
Thus the Bramble-Hilbert lemma yields that there exists a positive constant C, such that 
for any j E WU,p(i) and any ill E Pk(i)' the estimate 
(4.14) 
holds. Using quasi-uniformity and [5, Theorems 3.1.2 and 3.1.3], we find 
The desired bound (4.8) now follows easily by using this estimate, along with (4.10), (4.12), 
(4.14), and the facts that IIp+ lip' = 1 and (J ~ r. 
We next give an estimate of the "global consistency error" by summing the estimates of 
the local consistency error. To do this, it is useful to define, for each positive integer n, an 
interpolation operator ITn: Wr,p (J) ~ Sn by 
n 
ITn v = L v(xi) 8i, 
j=1 
where {81' ... ,8n } is a basis for Sn which is dual to the linear functionals which evaluate 
at {XI, ••• , Xn }; that is, 81, " . ,8n E Sn are chosen so that 8dzj) = bij for 1 ~ i,j ~ n. 
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LEMMA 4.3. Let a = min(k + 2, r). There is a positive constant C, such that for any 
positive integer n, any v, wE Sn, and any! E Wr,P(I)' we have 
(4.15) IB(v, w) - En (v, w}1 ~ Cn-2 Ik ll,OO,IXlllvllo,pll wllo,p/ 
(4.16) IB(fInS'!, w) - Bn(fInS!, w)1 ~ en-ullkllr,oo,IXIII!llr,pllwllo,p/ 
and 
( 4.17) 
PROOF: We first show that (4.15) and (4.16) hold. By Lemma 4.2, there is a positive 
constant e, such that for any positive integer n and any v, wE Sn, 
m m 
(4.18) a=lb=l m m 
~ Cn-(a+l) L L aabllvll.8,P,hll w llo,p l '/a' 
a= 1 b= 1 
where either 
(4.19) 0=2, /3=0 
or 
(4.20) 0=0, f3 = r. 
Since m = e(n) (by quasi-uniformity) and aab ~ 0, the discrete version of Holder's in-
equality yields 
(with the obvious modification for the case p = (0) which, when combined with (4.18), 
yields 
(4.21) IB(v, w) - Bn(v, w}1 ~ en-a [ max aab] [~lIvlI{JP P I ]I/P IIwllo,pl. 
l<a,b<m ~ , , b 
- - b=1 
The result (4.15) now follows immediately from (4.19) and (4.21). In order to prove (4.16), 
let v = fInS! in (4.21). Since Pk(h) is invariant under fIn for each b E {I, ... , m}, [5, 
Theorem 3.1.41 yields a bound of the form 
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hence, the triangle inequality implies that thereJs a positive constant C such that 
This result, along with Theorem 2.1, implies that 
[ 
m ] IIp 
{; IIrrnSfll~,p,Ib ~ CIISfllr,p ~ Cllfllr,p . 
Using this inequality with {4.20} and {4.21} gives the estimate (4.16). 




Our next task is to establish the uniform weak coercivity of the bilinear forms { Bn }. 
This is done by first establishing weak coercivity of the bilinear form B, and then using 
Lemma 4.3. 
LEMMA 4.4. The family { Bn } of bilinear forms is uniformly weakly coercive. 
PROOF: We first show that B is weakly coercive. That is, there is a positive integer no 
and a positive constant /30, such that for any ~ no and any v E Sn, there is a nonzero 
w E Sn such that 
( 4.22) IB(v, w)1 ~ /3ollvllo,pllwllo,p' . 
If v = 0, then (4.22) holds for any nonzero w E Sn; hence it is no loss of generality to 
assume that v is nonzero. Since 1 < P ~ 00, [9, (4.14.3) and (4.14.8) I implies that there is 
a nonzero 9 E Lpl (I) such that 
(4.23) 
Now choose w E Sn to be the finite element approximation of (L.) -1 g; that is, 
( 4.24) B(8, w) = (8, g) 
By (the adjoint version of) Theorem 4.1, w exists for all n ~ no, and 
(4.25) Ilwllo,pl ~ Cllgllo,pl. 
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Letting /30 = 1/(20), we may use (4.23), (4.24) ...... and (4.25) to see that 
1 , 
IB(v, w)1 = I(v, g)1 ~ 2"vlo,plgllo,pl ~ /Jollvllo,pllwllo,p" 
Finally, note that this inequality, along with the fact that v and 9 are nonzero, yields that 
B( v, w) =fi 0; since B is bilinear, this implies that w =fi O. 
Now let 0 be as in (4.15). Choose 
so that 
/3 = Po - Oni""2 
is positive. Given n ~ nl and v E Sn, choose nonzero w E Sn such that (4.22) holds. Then 
(4.15), (4.22)' and the definitions of nl and /3 yield that 
IBn (v, w)l ~ IB(v, w)I-IB(v, w) - Bn(v, w)1 ~ (/30 - On- 2 )lI vllo,pllwllo,pl 
~ .Bllvllo,pllwllo,p" 
as required. 
We are now able to establish that the FEM Q cp~ is well-defined and to give sharp bounds 
on its error. We also show that the FEMQ is quasi-minimal iff (3.1) holds. 
THEOREM 4.1. There exists a positive integer n 1 such that the FEA1Q cp~ is defined for 
all n ~ n 1. Moreover, 
as n- 00, 
where (as in Theorem 4.1) 
JJ = min(k + 1, r). 
Hence, the FEMQ is a quasi-minimal error algorithm iff k ~ r - 1. 
PROOF: Let nl be as in Lemma 4.4; then Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4 imply that cp~ is defined 
for all n ~ n 1 . 
We next establish the upper bound e(<p~) = O(n-IJ). Let f E F, so that IIfllr,p ~ 1, 
and let n ~ fll' Since Pk(h) is TIn-invariant for b E {I, ... ,m}, [5, Theorem 3.1.4], the 
discrete version of the Holder inequality, and Theorem 2.1 yield that 
Replacing 8 by finS! in the bound of Lemma 4.1 (which can, at worst, increase the right-
hand side of that bound), and using Lemmas 4.1-4.4 (along with the fact that! E F), we 
have 
liS! - <p~(N~f)llo.p ~ On-I-'. 
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Since I E F is arbitrary, we may take the supremum over all such I to find the desired 
upper bound e(<p~) = O(n-~). . 
To establish the lower bound e(cp~) = O(n-~), note that cp~(N~f) E Sn, so that (as in 
the proof of the lower bound in Theorem 4.1), we have 
e(<p~) = sup IISI - cp~ (N~f)lIo,p ~ sup inf IISI - sllo,p ~ Cn- fJ , 
fEF fEF IIESn 
completing the proof of the estimate e(p~) = 8(n-~). The last part in the statement of 
the theorem follows immmediately from this estimate and Theorem 3.1 
5. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS 
In this section, we discuss the complexity of finding €-approximations to the solution of 
the Fredholm equation of the second kind, as well as the penalty for using the FEM when 
k<r-l. 
Let € > O. An algorithm cp produces an €-approximation to the problem if 
e{cp) ~ €. 
The complexity comp(€) of an algorithm p is defined via the model of computation dis-
cussed in [20, Chapter 5]. Informally, we assume that any linear functional can be evaluated 
with finite cost CI, and that the cost of an arithmetic operation is unity. 
Recall that Pn denotes the finite element method of degree k using the finite element 
information N n based on the finite element subspace Sn. Also, recall that <p~ denotes the 
finite element method with quadrature using the standard information N~ described in 
Section 4. Since the FEI Nn and the standard information N~ each contain n linearly 
independent linear functionals, we find that 
and comp(cp~) ~ n CI • 
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we assume that 
(5.1 ) comp(cpn) = 8(n) and comp{<p~) = 8{n) asn-oo. 
REMARK 5. 1. The assumption (5.1) is reasonable in either of two cases. In the first case, 
we actually assume the existence of an algorithm which can solve the linear system gener-
ated by the FEM, whose number of operations is linear in n, the size of the linear system. 
This condition holds in a number of special cases-finding such linear-time algorithms is 
still an open problem for the general case. (It is perhaps possible that the approaches of 
[10] and [18] may be used to transform the FEM or FEMQ into methods having roughly 
the same error as the original methods, yet whose linear systems can be solved in time 
which is linear in n.) 
Alternatively, one may wish to make an assumption of preconditioning. That is, we 
assume that any computation which is independent of the right-hand side I is done in 
advance, and not counted when determining the number of operations required when ap-
proximating the solution u to the problem Lu = I. We make this notion of preconditioning 
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more precise for the FEM (the case for the FEMQ being analogous). Recall that the FEM 
is a linear algorithm, i.e., it produces a linear approximation to the exact solution u(x) 
having the form 2:7=1 (f, sdgdx), where gl,"" gn E Sn. Since gl, ... gn are independent 
of j, they may be determined in advance. (This precomputation may be especially effi-
cient in the case where the problem Lu = j is to be solved for many different right-hand 
sides f.) Hence, computing the value of the FEM at any point in I requires at most n 
multiplications and n -1 additions, once the n inner products (f, SI), ... , (f, sn) have been 
evaluated. Thus (5.1) holds for the FEM, if one uses preconditioning. 
Let 
FEM{£) = inf{ comp(<pn) : n is an index such that e(<Pn) ~ £} 
and 
FEMQ{£) = inf{ comp(<p~) : n is an index such that e{<p~) ~ £} 
denote the cost of finding an £-approximation using the FEM and the FEMQ (respectively). 
From the results of Sections 3 and 4, along with{5.1), we find 
THEOREM 5.1. Let Jl = min{ k + 1, r}. Then 
and 
as £ -+ O. 
We now consider the Hilbert case p = 2. Let <p~ denote the spline algorithm using 
the FEI Nn . If we agree once more to accept the idea of preconditioning as discussed in 
Remark 5.1, we find 
(5.2) comp{<p~) = 8(n) as n -+ 00. 
We now let 
SPLINE{£) = inf{ comp{<p~) : n is an index such that e(<p~) ~ £} 
denote the cost of solving the problem using the spline algorithm (see Section 3). Using 
(5.2) and Theorem 3.3, we find 
THEOREM 5.2. In the Hilbert case p = 2, we have 
We now wish to determine the minimal cost of solving the problem. Let 
COMP(£) = inf {comp(<p) : <p is an algorithm for which e{<p) ~ £} 
denote the problem complexity, i.e., the inherent cost of solving the problem with error 
not exceeding L Using Theorem 3.1, (5.1), and Theorem 5.1, we find 
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THEOREM 5.3. The problem complexity is 
Hence, we may draw the following conclusions: 
COROLLARY 5.1. 
(i) The spline algorithm using the FE] is always quasi-optimal in the Hilbert case. 
(ii) The FEM and FEMQ are quasi-optimal iff k ~ r - 1. If k < r - 1, then for 
1 _ 1 
.\=---->0 
k + 1 r ' 
the asymptotic penalty for using the FEM is 
FEM(f) = e (_1 ) 
COMP(f) eX 
and the asymptotic penalty for using the FEMQ is 
FE1-1Q(f) = e (~) 
COMP(f) f'~ 
Hence when k < r - 1, the asymptotic penalty for using the FEM or FEAfQ (rather 
than an optimal method) is unbounded, i.e., 
lim FEM(f) = lim FEMQ{f) = 00. 
£-0 COMP(() £-0 COMP(f) 
Hence when k is too small for a given value of r, there is an infinite aysmptotic penalty for 
using the FEM or FEMQ. Based on examples similar to [23. Example 7.1], it is reasonable 
to suspect that this is not really an asymptotic r.esult; we suspect that it is generally 
more costly to use an FE1f or FEMQ whose degree is too small (rather than one of the 
proper degree), even for error criteria ( which are only "moderately" small, and hence of 
"practical" interest. 
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